
MAILSTAR LX
Intelligent Gripper-Arm Mail Inserter

Simple, Cost-Effective, Peerless Performance
Transactional and direct mailers now have the opportunity to cost-
effectively expand their service offerings with Bell and Howell’s 
adaptable, intelligent gripper arm inserting system. The Mailstar LX 
is a combination of a Mailstar 500 base inserter and the industry-
standard LX Feeder/Folder (LX-FF). The LX-FF brings intelligence to 
the base inserter and empowers the operator to efficiently adjust 
between applications, such as fold types, barcode types and or 
address location. 

Produc t  Datasheet 

Key Features & Benefits 

Design your own inserting 

solution to meet your unique 

production needs

Ensure document integrity with 

a state-of-the-art PLC operating 

system

Improve production volumes 

through flexible application 

changeover

The standard Mailstar LX configuration consists of a 
remanufactured Mailstar inserter, LX-FF, and a new shingling 
output conveyor. Customers are then given the choice 
between a standard 1D/2D reader or an upgraded JETVision 
camera-based reading system. 
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Reliable Flexibility
Improve integrity while expanding application versatility

Whether you are simply expanding your volume capabilities for 
transactional mail or seeking to extend application capabilities 
to grow your service offerings to direct mailers, the Mailstar LX 
system allows you to choose between the standard Mailstar LX 
configuration or build the system of your dreams.  Our options 
include mail matching, read-to-print, output verification, stamp 
affixing and/or metering.

Bell and Howell Service Solutions
Transforming business challenges into competitive advantages

Maximum uptime and availability starts here. From an extensive service footprint, 40,000+ parts at 40+ stocking locations, to 
the best service and support in the industry, we’ve got you covered. By combining turnkey project management, advanced 
analytics and flexible maintenance plans, you’ll have the complete solution to ensure that your organization is running more 
efficient for longer.

Choose between the standard Mailstar LX configuration to expand your volume capabilities 
or customize a machine to fit your unique application needs for today and tomorrow. 

Technical 

Specs

Questions?    

Let  a specialist  

know know how we 

can help at

bellhowell.net

�� Max Cycle 
Speed:

10,000 cycles/hr �� Max Cycle 
Speed:

Up to 34,000 sheets/hr

�� Insert Sizes: Min: 3x5.5”
Max: 5.5x9.5”

�� Page Size: Min: 8.5” x 11”
Max: 8.5" x 14"

�� Envelope 
Size:

Min: 3.25” x 6”
Max: 6.25” x 10.38”

�� Fold Types: C, Z Half and Quarter

�� Reading and 
Options: 

Industry Standard 
Barcodes: 3 of 9, 128 and 
2 of 6 Interleaved

2-D Barcode Data 
Matrix (OMR Requires 
JETVision)

Optional: Product 
Matching, Read to Print, 
Output Verification

Streamline workflows with our highly-efficient PLC-driven feeder/
folder system to meet today and tomorrow’s production needs. The 
LX -FF uses intuitive touch screens to make it easy to set-up, program 
jobs, and recalls. The system uses a servo-driven motor and can 
process up-to 8-page letter fold and 12-page half fold at speeds of 
up-to 34,000 sheets/hour. Additional selectable options are a front 
and/or rear mount (fold, barcode location and address location 
dependent), and intelligent read/non-read capabilities. 

Mailstar Gripper Arm
Base Inserter LX Feeder/Folder


